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Introduction
This file contains the caption for a supplementary dataset along with several supplementary figures that support the observations described in the main text. Dataset S1 is
a .csv file of the relocated earthquake catalog and similarity results. In numerical order,
these figures show magnitude versus time for earthquakes in the Ridgecrest, California
study region (Figure S1), probability distributions for waveform similarity coefficients for
different neighbor distances (Figure S2), maps of similarity coefficients for different neigh-
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bor distances (Figure S3), waveform similarity results without partitioning the dataset the
beginning of the July 2019 sequence (Figure S4), a comparison of similarity values in map
view before and after the July 2019 sequence commences (Figure S5), a second example
of an anti-similar earthquake pair (Figure S6), and map view locations of anti-similar
earthquake pairs (Figure S7).

Data Set S1. This a .csv-formatted file that contains the relocated earthquake catalog
and the similarity data used in this study. Each row corresponds to an earthquake. There
are 10 columns in total: (1) event id, (2) relocated origin time, (3) relocated latitude,
(4) relocated longitude, (5) relocated depth, (6) magnitude, (7) number of neighbors used
to calculate waveform similarity, (8) number of neighbors used to calculate mechanism
similarity, (9) waveform similarity coefficient, (10) focal mechanism similarity coefficient.
This dataset uses a maximum neighbor radius of 300m and a temporal neighbor partition
at the start of the July 2019 sequence, as in the main text. NaN values are listed when
there are no applicable neighbors.
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Figures S1 – S7

Figure S1. Earthquake magnitude versus time (top) and cumulative event count (bottom) for
earthquakes in the Ridgecrest study region.
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Figure S2. Comparison of waveform similarity coefficient probability distributions for different
values of the maximum neighbor distances, RHmax . Panels (a), (b), (d), and (e) correspond to
RHmax values of 200m, 250m, 350m, and 400m, which bracket the value of 300m used in the
main text show in (c). Each panel shows kernel density estimates of the probability distributions
for waveform similarity SW , normalized to integrate to one. The pre-event and post-event
distributions are respectively colored in blue and red.
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Figure S3.
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Comparison of waveform similarity coefficient maps for different values of the

maximum neighbor distances, RHmax . Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to RHmax values of
200m, 250m, 350m, and 400m, which bracket the value of 300m used in the main text. Waveform
similarity SW estimates for each event are color-coded such that warmer colors indicate higher
levels of similarity.
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Figure S4. Similar to Figures 2-4 in the main text, but without partitioning the dataset at the
beginning of the July 2019 sequence. In this case, nearby earthquakes are considered neighbors
of one another independent of their occurrence time, whereas in the main text, event pairs must
either occur both before or both after the sequence starts to be considered neighbors.
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Figure S5.
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Comparison of waveform similarity coefficient maps for earthquakes (a) before

the July 2019 sequence commences and (b) after the July 2019 sequence commences. Waveform
similarity SW estimates for each event are color-coded such that warmer colors indicate higher
levels of similarity.
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A second example of an anti-similar earthquake pair to augment Figure 5 of the

main text. Waveforms are shown at 5 common stations. The left column show waveforms at
stations MPM, SRT, WBM, CA04, and B921 for event 38605823, while the right column shows
waveforms at these same stations for event 38647815. The distance-dependent cross-correlation
time window for each waveform is denoted in blue. The center column shows the cross-correlation
functions for these two events, which are sharply peaked at values near -1.
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Figure S7. Locations of 45 anti-similar earthquake pairs with peak negative cross-correlations
less than -0.85 at five or more stations. Each earthquake pair is denoted with a distinct color.
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